Abstract-A novel and simple approach for defining end-to-end quality of service (QoS) in video-on-demand (VoD) services is presented. Using this approach, we derive a schedulable region for a video server which guarantees end-to-end QoS, where a specific QoS required in the video client translates into a QoS specification for the video server. Our methodology is based on a generic model for VoD services, which is extendible to any VoD system. In this kind of system, both the network and the video server are potential sources of QoS degradation. Specifically, we examine the effect that impairments in the video server and video client have on the video quality perceived by the end user. The Columbia VoD testbed is presented as an example to validate the model through experimental results. Our model can be connected to network QoS admission-control models to create a unified approach for admission control of incoming video requests in the video server and network.
I. INTRODUCTION
V IDEO ON DEMAND (VoD) will become one of the most important services in high-speed networks. Proof of this are the recent standardization efforts [1] , [2] and many recent publications [3] - [6] . A key issue in any video service is to provide an acceptable quality of service (QoS) to the end-user. This QoS generally implies various aspects, such as the frame-loss frequency, blocky effect, audio and video synchronization (i.e., lip synchronization), and chroma stability (e.g., in NTSC display systems). Some of these parameters are not easily quantifiable, since they depend on the subjective perception of the viewer. The QoS at the video client reflects how the original video stream has been delivered from the remote video server, where concepts of semantic transparency and time transparency [7] characterize the performance of video services over networks. Such services require specific constraints regarding the delay (time transparency), specifically the delay variation or jitter, experienced across the connection, as well as constraints regarding the rate of errors (semantic transparency), from video server to video client. Therefore, an important question for VoD is how to map a specific QoS required in the video client into a QoS specification for the video server and network.
We present a novel and simple approach for mapping QoS from video server to video client by using a generic model which can accommodate any VoD system. We then provide an example of this methodology by applying it to the Columbia VoD testbed [8] . The goal of our model is to provide an end-to-end QoS. In other words, we are examining how impairments in the video server and network affect the quality of the video perceived by the end user. Since VoD is a point-to-point service, we provide QoS guarantees per individual stream, rather than over an aggregate video traffic in the video server or network switch.
Our generic VoD model consists of three components: video server, network, and video client. The video-server model is based on the video-pump architecture, network interface, and operating system. The network model uses the concept of the schedulable region [9] , which guarantees QoS with an efficient use of resources. The video-client model includes the network interface, memory, and error-concealment component. From the QoS point of view, each of these components has its own characteristic parameters. For instance, the video server's parameters are the bit rate, burstiness, and autocorrelation of the video streams, as well as the conditions in the system, such as number of video streams currently active and the impact of other processes running on the system. The performance in the network can be described by several parameters such as probability of loss and error, end-to-end delay, jitter, and burst tolerance. In the video client, frame loss, lip synchronization, blocky effect, picture distortion, and chroma stability are the parameters that define the QoS perceived by the final viewer. It is very important to map the parameters from each of these domains into those of the video client, i.e., a certain jitter distribution will be translated to a specific frame-loss rate.
We have to note that the scales in the three domains are different. The video server handles Protocol Data Units (PDU's) whose size can range from 376 bytes, per the ATM Forum [1] specification, to several kilobytes; the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network operates with 48-byte payload cells; and the video client works in the frame domain with an average size of 200 kbits for a 6 Mbits/s video stream. These differences in scale mean that the loss of one cell will cause the loss of an entire PDU. This same PDU loss could cause the loss of an entire frame or Group of Pictures, depending on the position of that PDU in the transport stream. Furthermore, in MPEG systems, losing an I frame would be more detrimental than losing The organization of this paper is as follows. The generic VoD model is presented in Section II, where we describe the three basic components: video server, network, and video client. In Section III, the Columbia VoD Testbed is presented as an example of how a real system fits into the model of the previous section. Starting from several real-time video traffic measurements, Section IV identifies which of several QoS parameters provide a comprehensive description of the performance of a video server. Section V presents a novel mapping from the video server QoS parameters identified in Section IV to the videoclient QoS parameters. In Section VI, this mapping is used to define a video server schedulable region, and the specific example of the Columbia VoD testbed is again used. In Section VII, concluding remarks are given.
II. A GENERIC VoD MODEL
In this section, we introduce the three basic components of a generic VoD system model: video server, network, and video client. Our model provides a generic abstraction and captures the common elements that can be found in a any VoD system, avoiding elements that are dependent upon a specific implementation or platform. Fig. 1 shows the three main components of the video-server model: video pump, network interface, and operating system. A video stream is stored on a disk as a consecutive number of video packets (i.e., MPEG-2 transport packets), the function of the video pump is to read this video stream and write the video packets into the network interface. The video pump attempts to preserve the timing information inside the stored video. For instance, in the case of a constant bit rate (CBR) video stream, the video pump must deliver the video packets to the network according to the rate of the stream. An ideal video pump generates the same video traffic as that generated from a real-time encoder. Therefore, the critical issue in a video pump is its ability to reproduce the original traffic pattern, which implies a coordination between disk accesses and network writings. One video pump engine is associated with each video stream. The output of each video pump contends for the network resource through the network interface. The mission of the network interface is to resolve contention among video packets from different video pumps using a scheduler, to construct the PDU's with the video packets pumped out from a particular video stream, and to transmit those PDU's over the network.
A. Video Server
A video server could introduce some jitter into the traffic pattern of the stream, due to contention for common resources, i.e., network interface and disk access. It is more likely to happen, however, in the case of a software implementation, where there are additional tasks in the operating system. For this reason, we model the video server as a virtual multiplexer, where several sources are accessing a multiplexing stage (network interface). In a software-based implementation, the interaction with other processes that use common resources, such as the bus or the disk, causes additional jitter to the video sources. This effect can be modeled as cross-traffic accessing the multiplexer with a priority (scheduler) dictated by the operating system.
A software implementation provides a high degree of interoperability and ease of deployment because it can be easily adapted to different platforms and networks, dramatically reducing the cost of such systems. For this reason, it is expected that many video servers will be based on software implementations. However, general-purpose workstations do not have real-time operating systems, which has a detrimental effect on the traffic of the transmitted video stream.
This video-server model allows us to consider the video server as the first switch of the connection. This has the advantage of simplifying admission control, since the behavior of the video server can be characterized as an additional switch of the connection with a specified QoS performance. The QoS degradation not only occurs in the network switches, but also in the video server itself. The video-server QoS degradation can be dominant in scenarios where the network utilization is low, as in many private local ATM networks.
B. Network
With regard to the network model, we use the approach described in [10] , [11] which provides QoS guarantees with efficient use of resources. For this purpose, the concept of schedulable region is introduced in [9] , which defines the possible combination of loads for each traffic class under a QoS constraint (i.e., loss and delay). Although this admission-control policy is different than that which is specified by the ATM Forum [12] , it is possible to map the schedulable region into ATM Forum admission policy. This implies mapping the different service classes into network traffic classes. In Section VI-A, we extend this concept of schedulable regions to provide an admissible region for the video server based on experimental results of QoS measurements. Fig. 2 shows a diagram of our video-client model. It consists of four sections: reception, demultiplexing, decoding, and presentation. Reception comprises the network interface that receives the PDU's from the network. The buffer size of the network interface is on the order of several PDU's. In some digital set-top-boxes this size is only 376 bytes (8 ATM cells using AAL5). This size prevents the server from sending larger PDU's. The output of the network interface is connected to the smoothing buffer to eliminate the jitter between the PDU's. Generally a phase-locked loop (PLL) driven by the smoothing buffer occupancy is used to smooth the accumulated jitter in the server and network, and the jitter caused by independent clocks used in the server and client [13] . The output of this buffer is an MPEG-2 transport stream which is demultiplexed into the corresponding video and audio streams. In the Decoding stage, the video and audio streams feed the Video Decoder and the Audio Decoder, respectively. Finally in the Presentation Stage the video and audio are played.
C. Video Client
The whole system is controlled by two subsystems: Time Recovery and Error Concealment. The Time Recovery subsystem generates different levels of synchronization (i.e., demux, decoding, and presentation) from the PLL signal and the time stamps inside the incoming stream. The Error Concealment subsystem takes the appropriate actions (i.e., repeating previous frame) in the case of some error condition. Such error conditions can be caused by an overflow in the network interface buffer (i.e., loss of PDU's), underflow of the reception buffer causing loss of synchronization, and error in the received streams. Some parameters of this model can be scaled depending on the type of video client used. Memory constraints in digital set-top boxes can be eliminated in software-based implementations. For instance, a PC network interface card has substantially more memory.
In the next section, the Columbia VoD testbed is described as an example implementation of a VoD system, and is used to show how the model can be applied to a real system, as well as how design constraints can affect the overall QoS performance.
III. EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION: COLUMBIA VoD TESTBED In Fig. 3 , the Columbia VoD testbed architecture is shown. We identify the three components of the VoD model explained in Section II.
A. Testbed Video Server
Our video server has the capability to pump both CBR and VBR MPEG-2 transport streams [14] . A video pump is implemented as a software object. Each time a client requests a stream from the video server, a new video pump object is created for that client. Each video pump object consists of three separate threads, as shown in Fig. 4 . The first thread is the Control thread. Its job is to interpret commands from the client, such as play, pause, resume, and stop. The second and third threads are responsible for moving the data from the disk to the network interface. The Reader thread reads data from the disks and fills the shared buffers according to a round-robin schedule. Meanwhile, the Writer thread reads the buffers and sends data out to the network interface, one PDU at a time.
Our video server uses an absolute timer scheme to send out the PDU's according to a specific interarrival pattern. At time , the interarrival time is set to a period between two consecutive PDU's. The first PDU is sent and the pump waits for the timer to expire. The timer will only expire when it is equal to where is the time by which the timer overshoots the expiration time. At this point, one PDU is sent out and the timer is set to to negate the effect of the timer overshoot. From the perspective of the video client, absolute timers enforce a constant average bit rate. This reduces the potential for underflow in the decoder in the absence of a PLL mechanism. If one PDU is sent out late with a delay of the absolute timer will compensate for this delay by trying to send out the next PDU with a period An advantage of using absolute timers is their ability to mask the inconsistencies of the resources that are logically below them. For instance, if the time it actually takes to send out a PDU has a large variance, an absolute timer attempts to compensate for this. If the network interface delays the sending of a PDU, the absolute timer will make the period for the next PDU smaller. The variance of the underlying resource is therefore reduced since it is being corrected by the changing period in the timer. However, this also introduces jitter and PDU clumping, as will be seen in Section IV-B.
Since our implementation is software-based, the operating system affects the performance of the video pump objects and the network interface. For instance, the interaction between the threads is coordinated via interprocess communication (IPC), or more specifically, semaphores. When the Reader is getting data from the disk and filling one of the common buffers, it must verify that the Writer is not currently sending data from that buffer by evaluating the semaphore. The IPC also occurs when the Writer finishes data in one buffer and must get new data from the next one. This implies that each time the Writer needs a new buffer, it will be delayed by the amount of time it takes to evaluate the semaphore; this takes about 200 µs in our system. This delay is periodic and is a tradeoff between the size of the buffer and the rate of the video pump. For example, for 5 Mbits and a buffer size of 156 kbytes, the frequency of the IPC's, which is due to switching buffers, is 4 per second. Increasing the buffer size decreases the frequency of the IPC's, but increases memory costs. This phenomenon can be observed in Fig. 5 , where we can see 200-µs periodic peaks. This figure is a plot of PDU interarrival times for a 2.5 Mbits/s CBR stream.
B. Testbed Network
The transport network infrastructure of the Columbia VoD testbed includes ATM and Internet as the core technologies. The ATM network consists of a ATM local-area network (LAN), which is interconnected to the campus-wide ATM network. This campus ATM network is also connected to an ATM wide-area network (WAN), which provides high-speed connections to other VoD testbeds on the east coast.
For the ATM, case we are using xbind (Open Signalling Architecture) to control and manage the connections with QoS guarantees and efficient use of resources [15] . xbind is based on the schedulable region concept described in Section II-B. Users on the campus access the video servers directly through the native ATM network (using AAL5) or via Internet (i.e., over Ethernet or wireless).
C. Testbed Video Clients
We have three types of video clients. The first type uses digital set-top-boxes with direct ATM connections (DS3 lines). These clients can decode up to 15 Mbits/s MPEG-2 TS streams. The output of the decoders are connected to TV monitors, providing better quality than regular VCR's and displaying video at 30 frames/s. The second type uses personal computers and workstations with our in-house software decoder. The software implementation provides a high degree of design flexibility but with some processing constraints, such as frame rate and resolution, since it has to demultiplex and decode video and audio components received through the network. Finally, we have mobile terminals, using a hardware decoder (IBM Thinkpad 760CD laptop) and mobile IP protocol.
The interaction between the video client and the video pump is quite significant. One technique for reducing video-client cost is to minimize the buffer space in the network interface intended for jitter removal. However, this makes the video pump design much more complicated. The video pump must send smaller packets more often, in order to bound the jitter introduced in the video packets conforming such PDU. As the buffer space in the video client becomes smaller, it becomes more difficult for general purpose workstations to meet these requirements [16] . For instance, for a PDU size of 376 bytes and an MPEG-2 transport stream of 6 Mbits (500-µs interval), the network interface in the video server has to handle 2000 interrupts/s for each stream.
However, the use of a small PDU size is mandated by our hardware video clients, and this is translated into a limit in scalability (i.e., maximum number of simultaneous video streams). This limitation is overcome when the video client does not have memory constraints. This is the case for our software video clients and any client that resides on a general-purpose computer.
IV. SELECTION OF VIDEO SERVER QoS PARAMETERS
In this section, we first define the QoS metrics of the video server. We then apply these to several experimental results obtained from our testbed in order to determine which metrics most accurately characterize a video server.
A. Video-Server QoS Parameters
The most important feature in evaluating the performance of a video server is to study the output traffic pattern. The deviation from the theoretical video traffic pattern will indicate the QoS degradation. For this reason, we are interested in studying the delay distribution of the PDU interarrival process associated with a video stream. There are many measures for evaluating performance and jitter. The performance metrics used in this paper refer to the transport of PDU's, since it is the information unit that the video client handles. The PDU metrics can be directly translated to cell metrics when the video server's network interface sends equispaced cells over a PDU period. Unfortunately, this is not always the case in commercial ATM network adapters. We divide the PDU metrics into the ones associated with delay distribution moments and others associated with traffic control.
1) Delay Distribution Moments:
From the PDU interarrival distribution, we can calculate three basic parameters associated with the first three moments of the distribution: mean, variance, and skewness. The simplest measures are the mean and the variance which together form the coefficient of variation CV
The mean is the most basic measure for a CBR video server, as it indicates whether it is pumping at the correct rate. The variance measures how consistently the server is pumping this rate, while the CV provides similar information about the burstiness of the traffic. These measures are based on the first and second moments; for the third moment, we use the skewness defined as which is a measure of symmetry of the delay distribution and indicates the uniformity of the delay variation.
2) Traffic-Control Metrics: A second group of metrics is related to traffic control. In this case, we are more interested in studying the compliance of the video-server output with a network contract (i.e., peak rate, burstiness, etc.). Examples of useful measures are the 1-point PDU delay variation (PDV) and the generic cell rate algorithm (GCRA), which is equivalent to the continuous-state leaky bucket algorithm [12] . The PDV for PDU is defined as (1) where is the PDU's reference arrival time and is the actual arrival time. The reference arrival time is defined as follows:
where is the period which corresponds to the desired rate.
The above method tries to eliminate the effects of PDU gaps and provides a measurement solely of PDU clumping, since a clumping in the PDU traffic pattern implies a violation of the peak rate specified in the network contract. As a measure for video services, the PDV is problematic. It is very sensitive to the average rate. For instance, if the video pump is delivering a 5-Mbits video stream using a PDU size of 376 bytes, with a period that is slightly smaller than the nominal period by µs in the period, the PDV could accumulate to 1 s over a period of less than 10 minutes
However, this is not the case if the rate is slightly lower. In that case,
for all values of In practical systems, a slightly different rate could be compensated for by the videoclient PLL, and therefore, should not cause such dramatic effect in performance metrics.
The GCRA defines a leaky-bucket running at a rate of with a tolerance of and is a second-order statistic that measures the burst tolerance. If the tolerance is 0%, we only admit the PDU's that are not violating the network contract, i.e., PDU's whose interarrival time is greater than or equal to the nominal period By increasing the value of we can admit more bursty PDU traffic patterns. A less bursty source will have more PDU's admitted, since it requires less tolerance in the leaky bucket to accommodate all the PDU's. It is important to note that two video streams with the same average bit rate can have totally different GCRA performance depending on how their PDU's are distributed over time.
The performance of a software-based video server can also be affected by other processes that are running on the workstation. Most of the resources such as the CPU, memory, disk bandwidth, and network bandwidth can be isolated using operating system-or user-level mechanisms. Processes which require a substantial amount of bandwidth from the bus can cause erratic video-pump performance.
B. Experimental Results
In this section, we apply the metrics defined in Section IV-A to experimental results obtained from the Columbia VoD testbed in order to identify which metrics are more effective in characterizing a video server. A video server must be able to support clients with largely varying bandwidth requirements. For this reason, we test our video server over a broad range of bit rates, 800 kbits/s (for software decoders), 2.5 Mbits/s (VCR quality), 5 Mbits/s (digital TV quality), and 10 Mbits/s (HQ-TV). In all cases, our video streams are MPEG-2 transport streams encoded from the movie Robin Hood. Each stream has a minimum duration of 15 seconds, or equivalently 50 000 PDU's for 10 Mbits/s (376-byte PDU's). All measurements of the videoserver performance are made using an HP Broadband Analyzer, which is connected to the ATM switch. We begin testing the video server for a single CBR video stream. Afterwards, we test the video server under different cross-traffic scenarios in order to model the effect of contention for resources as mentioned in Section II-A. Finally, we identify metrics defined in Section IV-A that best characterize the video-server performance.
1) Performance of the Delay Distribution Moments:
For each of the rates (800 kbits/s, 2.5 Mbits/s, 5 Mbits/s, and 10 Mbits/s), the video server maintains the average rate of a single CBR video stream to within 0.006% of the desired rate, with 10 Mbits/s being this worst case. The standard deviation is relatively constant over the different rates, too, ranging between 30-50 µs (Table I ). Fig. 6 shows the probability mass function for a 2.5-Mbits/s video source, where the side lobes correspond to the effect of the delay introduced by IPC. The right lobe is due to the PDU which is delayed by IPC and the left lobe to an early-arriving PDU, which is an attempt by the absolute timer to compensate for the previous delay. These simple measures do not provide enough information in this case because, as will been seen, the video pump actually performs more consistently at lower rates and this cannot be seen from the mean, standard deviation, or CV The timer has a larger impact on streams with higher rates than on streams with lower rates. This is made obvious by the third moment statistic, skewness, which increases with the rate (Table I ). The skewness indicates that the probability mass function becomes less symmetric and heavier on the side of long delay.
2) Traffic-Control Performance: Fig. 7 shows the PDV evolution for the times between arriving PDU's for a 2.5 Mbits/s stream. The staircase shape is caused by the way the reference and arrival time is defined in (2). Due to the use of absolute timers, when one PDU is delayed by the next one will be sent with a period which is decreased by This causes a PDU delay, followed by a PDU clumping. When the large delay is incurred, the PDV goes negative and the subsequent reference arrival time is updated using the actual arrival time If is the PDV just before the delay and is negative, due to the delay, then the PDV for the clumping is As the rate increases, burstiness increases too. This can be seen in Fig. 8 which is a graph of the GCRA curves for each of the rates. Clearly, the lower bit rates have a much higher percentage of admitted cells than the higher rates. This is because the higher rates are burstier and the PDU's are often more clumped together.
Since the video pump buffers are of fixed size, regardless of rate, the number of IPC's between PDU's increases with decreasing rate. For the 800 kbits/s source, we observe a plateau that is caused by the increased frequency of the IPC at lower rates. In this case, more tolerance is needed to absorb this jitter.
3) Cross-Traffic Scenario: As mentioned earlier, we model the video server as a virtual multiplexer. The competition for common resources among video pumps can be modeled as cross-traffic and the origin of this cross-traffic can be considered as the aggregate traffic of other video sources. Table II for cross-traffic gives the values of the CV and the average PDV for a CBR 800 kbits/s video source and for three types of cross-traffic: deterministic, exponential, and hyperexponential. The average bit rate of this cross-traffic is also 800 kbits/s, and the latter two were generated using a gamma distribution with CV values of 1 and 3, respectively. We observe that the jitter introduced in the video source is greater when the background traffic has a higher degree of burstiness, with a severe degradation when the background traffic is hyperexponential.
The average rate of the cross-traffic also has an impact on the QoS of the video stream. Fig. 9 shows the GCRA for a target CBR 2500 kbits/s video source when it is multiplexed with cross-traffic of average rates of 800, 2500, and 5000 kbits/s and exponential distribution. For a higher cross-traffic average bit rate, we see a better performance for the jitter. This result is consistent with the analysis of M + D/D/1 [17] and simulation of video sources in a multiplexer [18] where the higher bit sources always experience more jitter, since the probability of contention with other sources is higher. On the contrary, for a fixed average rate cross-traffic, the higher the target CBR video source is, the higher the jitter is. Table III shows the CV for these two possible scenarios.
From the results shown in the previous sections, we can conclude that the delay distribution moments measures such as the mean, variance, coefficient of variation, and skewness, do not give enough information about the performance of the video server. On the other hand, the 1-point PDV is too sensitive to the momentary fluctuations of the video streams, as well as the average rate. It also does not provide a stationary measure of the performance of the video server over a long period of time, and therefore does not accurately characterize the performance of a video client. We can see that a single clumping around PDU 2000 (Fig. 5) is translated into a jump in the PDV measure for the following PDU's (see Fig. 7 ). The GCRA captures the second-order statistics of the video stream or how the PDU's are distributed in bursts over time. It provides a measure of the behavior from an ideal video server over the connection time. For these reasons, the GCRA is the most informative measurement for end-to-end QoS at the video client, and a good indicator of the video-server performance.
V. QoS MAPPING FROM VIDEO SERVER TO VIDEO CLIENT
Now that we have identified the GCRA as the most comprehensive QoS parameter for characterizing the video-server performance, we map the GCRA at the video server into an equivalent QoS parameter at the video client. As mentioned earlier, this task is not trivial because of the different scales handled, the varying effect of errors on the information in the corrupted PDU, and the subjective criteria of the end user. One of the most significant parameters for the video client is PDU loss. For this reason, we use the network interface buffer overflow as an indication of PDU loss and therefore QoS degradation. Although this parameter alone cannot fully characterize the QoS at the video client, it is certainly a significant indicator of QoS degradation.
Subjective tests have been performed which indicate that a probability of PDU loss for MPEG-2 decoders on the order of 10 is acceptable [19] . These tests have been performed using digital set-top boxes with ATM connections, where the set-top box has no error concealment capabilities. We have reproduced those tests by injecting jitter, using a network impairment emulator in our broadband analyzer, into the traffic pattern and observing the results on our digital set-top-box video clients. The frame loss and blocky effect is observed to be tolerant to an expert user at the PDU's loss rate of 10 regardless of the jitter distribution [20] . Fig. 10 shows two frames from the MPEG-2 transport stream Robin Hood encoded at 2.5 Mbits/s. The frame in Fig. 10(a) corresponds to the case where the PDU loss is whereas the frame in Fig. 10(b) corresponds to the case where the PDU loss is Clearly, the right frame shows a significant decrease in the subjective QoS. It is important to note that the effect of PDU loss depends on the encoding technique (MPEG-2) as well as the error concealment capabilities of the decoder.
For a given PDU loss rate, the higher the rate of the video stream, the higher the absolute number of PDU are lost per second. However, the most critical case is when losses occur in the header information (i.e., sequence, group of pictures). The occurrence of these PDU losses is practically independent of the rate of the video stream, since the number of PDU's containing this header information is the same regardless of the rate. We have empirically verified this fact by confirming that the subjective QoS is similar for different rates and a constant PDU loss. Now that we have identified a relationship between the subjective QoS and a PDU loss rate at the video client, we map the GCRA performance at the video server with the PDU loss probability (i.e., overflow in the network interface) at the video client to make the connection from video-server performance to video-client subjective performance.
The GCRA algorithm is equivalent to the continuousstate leaky bucket algorithm [12] . It can be modeled as a finite capacity buffer of size Every time a PDU is conforming, the buffer is incremented by units of content and the buffer is continuously drained at a rate 1 unit of content per unit of time. A PDU is admitted on arrival if and only if there is enough room in the buffer to accommodate it.
The primary difference between the network interface and GCRA is the granularity, because the network interface is dimensioned in units of PDU's. Every time a PDU arrives, it is served with a service time equal to the ideal interarrival time. We are assuming that the service time of the client's network interface is driven by the rate of the video stream. Under this condition, if is the probability of PDU overflow in the network interface with a memory of PDU's, we can establish the following relationship:
This relationship can be justified by Fig. 11 , where a source with a slightly higher bit rate than the nominal is analyzed with both the GCRA(T, and the network interface state. We notice that the GCRA(T, is always less than the network interface occupancy and is equal for each Therefore, for the intermediate values of we have the following relationship that is based on the monotonicity of the function GCRA(T, :
From the previous analysis, a network interface with a capacity of 1 PDU will have a tolerance of 100%. This tolerance is related to the maximum burst size in any time interval of size For a the maximum burst the system can tolerate in any interval will be equal to PDU's. However, this burst size is a maximum; two consecutive smaller bursts could lead to overflow as well, since the GCRA(T, is a second-order statistic with memory.
In the next section, the relationship established in (5) will be used to define a metric that jointly captures the QoS constraints both of video server and video client.
VI. SCHEDULABLE REGION
We now make use of our previous results in mapping the video-server QoS into the video-client QoS by defining a schedulable region. This region indicates the set of admissible combinations of traffic types which will guarantee a certain level of QoS for each individual stream. It is important to make the distinction between guaranteeing QoS for the aggregate traffic and guaranteeing QoS for each stream. A guarantee for the aggregate traffic only provides an average QoS for the set of video streams. The QoS for a particular stream could likely degrade below the guarantee for the aggregate traffic. Our definition of QoS is on a per-stream basis and specifies a minimum QoS that a stream will encounter.
A. Definition of Schedulable Region
Let us assume is the number of possible types of video streams at the video server. Each type of video stream is characterized by the pair The first component is the average bit rate for video streams of Type with The second component, is the acceptable PDU loss probability at the video client for video streams of Type Let us also define as the th video stream of Type that is simultaneously pumped. The schedulable region is defined as the set of all possible compliant combinations of simultaneously pumped video streams. We say that a combination of video streams, expressed as the vector where is the number of pumped video streams of Type is compliant and belongs to if it conforms to the following conditions: (6) where is the number of processors allocated to the video server, and is the probability of PDU loss at the video client for the th video stream of Type with buffer space for PDU's in the network interface. The first constraint in (6) implies that the video server can only serve a maximum number of video streams according to its processing capacity. In our software architecture, it is possible to run several video pump objects on a single processor. In this case, the operating system scheduler acts as the multiplexer. The scheduler task-switches the video pumps into and out of the CPU so that only one pump is active at a time and each pump receives a slotted period of time to operate. This results in the scheduler performing as a TDMA multiplexer. Our interest here is to demonstrate the multiplexing performance of the video pump and its interaction with the network interface. Therefore, we restrict our attention to video pump objects running on separate processors. The second constraint in (6) enforces that video streams are being pumped at the right rate to avoid severe underflow situations at the video client (i.e., Finally, the third condition ensures a compliance with a network contract, such as GCRA, which is mapped into a video-client QoS parameter as was seen in (5).
B. Methodology and Example of Schedulable Region
In order to calculate the schedulable region for a specific video server, we use the following methodology. First, we define how many types of video streams to consider. There is a tradeoff between the unlimited number of service classes and the reduced number of traffic classes that the network can handle. For a given processing capacity of the video server and a given number of types of video streams there are possible vectors or video streams combinations. Only a subset of these vectors are compliant with conditions on in (6) . Each video stream from a particular vector is individually traced using a line interface (LIF) from the broadband analyzer. The captured trace is analyzed using a traffic monitor, which checks the average bit rate and the GCRA. Only if all the video streams in a vector are compliant with the conditions in (6) can that vector be contained in We have to note that it is not necessary to check all the combinations. For instance, if it will imply that for all For this reason, choosing the initial vectors carefully can save many calculations for the schedulable region, Following this methodology, we calculate for the Columbia video server. In this example, we have chosen two traffic classes: Type 1, with kbits/s, and Type 2, with Mbits/s. The QoS constraint is according to the discussion in Section V. The processing capacity in our server is (ONYX 6-processor system, resticting one video pump per processor). Fig. 12 shows how the video stream combination or vector (3,2) is checked for its inclusion in We can trace all the video streams simultaneously or in subsequent measurements, depending on the number LIF available in the broadband analyzer, since it is possible to reproduce the same scenario in the video server. Fig. 13 shows several schedulable regions for these two types of video streams. Each region corresponds to different PDU buffer sizes in the network interface. In this case, we use a PDU size of 376 bytes. The higher the buffer is, the higher GCRA tolerance is and more video streams combinations are compliant with (6). We also ob- serve that increasing the PDU size above a certain value does not enlarge At that value, all the potential jitter has been absorbed by the network interface and the limitation is imposed by the video server with the second condition in (6) .
Note that the calculation of is an off-line procedure and must only be performed once for each video-server/video-client combination. We know beforehand the characteristics of the video streams stored in the video server. Therefore, we can have as much accuracy (i.e., different types of video streams) as we desire. It is convenient however to have a similar number of service classes for the video server as traffic classes for the network. In this way, the admission control can be performed in a more straightforward manner, since video server and network are using similar metrics. Moreover, a commercial VoD system will likely have just a few traffic classes, maybe actually only one (i.e., all the streams encoded at a nominal rate).
The choice of traffic classes is always based on the interaction of several factors. However, it will strongly depend on the cost of bandwidth and processing in the system. If the cost of the processing is higher than the cost of bandwidth, as it currently seems to be, we have to choose an architecture with less processing complexity, although we have to use more bandwidth to guarantee a determined QoS. A pricing policy is mandatory in order to prevent the user from acting in a conservative way, that it is to say, to allocate more resources than necessary. In this situation, a dynamic QoS mechanism is advisable to adjust changes in the service contract from the time of connection setup, or to adapt to changes in the network conditions . This feature is the special interest in mobile networks, where changes in the state of the connection are more prone.
Although admission-control procedures are outside the scope of this paper, we describe two different scenarios where can be applied. The first scenario is when the video server and the video client are connected to the same ATM LAN. In this case, the main source of QoS degradation is the video server, since the low utilization of such networks prevents the switches from building up significant congestion. Therefore, a direct video server to video-client mapping can be applied, considering a transparent network which is not introducing QoS degradation. We have empirically verified this fact in the Columbia VoD testbed. We have simultaneously traced the traffic pattern at the output of the video server and at the input of the video client, and no significant differences (i.e., GCRA performance) have been detected, for even a moderately loaded ATM switch.
The second scenario is when the video server and the video client are interconnected through a virtual path in a ATM WAN. In this case, the switches along the path introduce QoS degradation, since the utilization of the network is higher than in the ATM LAN case. Let us assume that the virtual path consists of an interconnection of switches. We can associate with each switch a schedulable region with As long as the traffic classes and QoS constraints considered in each switch were the same ones as in the schedulable region of the video server we can assume an equivalent schedulable region for admission-control purposes. The equivalent QoS constraint, which is the one to map in the video client, will be which is a conservative bound. More sophisticated admission-control procedures can be applied to have a more efficient use of resources (i.e., schedulable region with more than one QoS constraint per type of video stream). The use of one technique or another is a tradeoff between the cost of bandwidth in the network and the cost of processing in the network nodes.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel and simple approach for mapping end-to-end QoS in VoD services. Using this approach, we have derived a schedulable region for a video server which guarantees end-to-end QoS, where a specific QoS required in the video client translates into a QoS specification for the video server.
We have used a methodology that is based on a generic VoD model. This model consists of three basic components: video server, network, and video client. The model is an abstraction and captures the common elements that can be found in any VoD system, avoiding specific elements that are particular to a specific implementation or platform. The video-server model allows us to consider the video server as the first switch of the connection. This has the advantage of simplifying admission control, since the behavior of the video server can be characterized as an additional switch of the connection with a specified QoS performance. This approach can be applied to both software-and hardware-based video servers.
The Columbia VoD testbed is used as a practical implementation example of how our VoD model can be applied, as well as how design constraints can affect the overall QoS performance. We have seen that the choice of a small PDU size for memory constraints in the video client has a detrimental impact on the scalability of the video server. These kinds of experimental results from the Columbia VoD testbed are the first ones from a VoD system presented in technical literature.
We have defined the QoS metrics of the video server, and have applied them to several experimental results obtained from the Columbia video server. From this analysis, we have concluded that the moments from the delay distribution do not give enough information about the performance of the video server. On the other hand, a traffic-control measure like the PDV does not provide a stationary measure of the performance of the video server over a long period of time. The GCRA, as a measure of how PDU's are distributed in bursts over time, provides the most complete characterization of the performance of a video server.
Once we identified a comprehensive QoS parameter for the video server, we then mapped the GCRA at the video server into an equivalent QoS parameter at the video client. We have established a relationship between the subjective QoS and the PDU loss rate at the video client. Then, we linked the GCRA performance at the video server with the PDU loss probability (i.e., overflow in the network interface) at the video client. From this relationship, we have defined the concept of a schedulable region for a video server which models the capacity of the video server under video-client QoS constraints. Our model can be connected to network QoS admission-control models, so that we have a unified approach for admission control.
Other issues, such as more sophisticated QoS parameters that take into account subjective and objective criteria, are currently being explored in the VoD Testbed Group at Columbia University. 
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